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Initial Consultation Report  
Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Subjects of Focus:  
 
(1) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Samuel Kronovet  
(2) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Nathan Scharfglass  
(3) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Benjamin Lieberman & Sarah Klukofsky 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the data and goals for your project. Please 
review the information in this report carefully and report if any additional information 
is known at project start or if any of the information should be changed or corrected. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
As discussed with client it is important to obtain copies of original documentation like 
vital records and naturalization records to verify and prove what is thought to be known 
at project start. Client expressed a preference to execute the correspondence work 
recommended below by the genealogist. Client also stated he would like to learn more 
about the best types of databases and software to keep his past research organized and 
offline.  
 
Genealogist highly recommends using Family Tree Maker database because there 
FamilySync feature that will allow client to keep his .GED file both online and offline. 
More information about this software may be found here: www.mackiev.com/ftm/. Any 
changes made to the tree online on Ancestry or using the Family Tree Maker database 
will ‘sync’ so client does not need to manage separate trees on and offline. It is important 
to note when client exports the .GED file from Ancestry copies of all the original 
documentation linked to the tree will not transfer into the Family Tree Maker database. 
Instead, client will need to manually add images to have the media attached to the tree. 
Genealogist strongly encourages client to download and maintain copies of all original 
documentation offline. Another type of software that may be used by client to keep 
organized is called Evernote and may be found here: www.evernote.com .  
 
 
(1) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Samuel Kronovet  
 
Client has a desire to verify and prove the identity of Samuel Kronovet to learn more 
about the identities of his direct ancestors beginning with his parents as well as verify 
and prove his specific place of origin in Hungary. At project start on Ancestry member 
account it was reported the Kronovet family may have origins from Osztruzsnyicza, 
Szinna, Zemplin, Hungary, but other than an 1869 Hungarian census no American 
records were submitted on Samuel Kronovet that reported his specific place of origin. 
In addition, no American or European records were submitted as verification of the 

http://www.mackiev.com/ftm/
http://www.evernote.com/
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specific place of origin for Samuel Kronovet and his direct ancestors or to confirm his 
specific date and place of birth. It will be important to obtain two types of records on 
Samuel Kronovet to verify and prove his specific place of origin as well as the identities 
of his parents including a U.S. marriage record for Samuel Kronovet as well as copies of 
the paperwork he submitted to become a naturalized citizen of the U.S.  
 
On the Ancestry account of client, a marriage index entry was submitted to prove 
Samuel Kronovet married Kate Schacter in Manhattan, New York County, New York on 
the 23rd of February 1896, but a copy of the origin record has not been obtained yet. 
The original document will likely report the identities of the parents to the groom and it 
may reveal more about his specific place of origin. In addition, this record will also 
report whether the couple celebrated a religious ceremony and if they did it will note 
the officiant as well as the place where the couple was married by that officiant. If the 
couple is found to have been married by a Rabbi in New York at a specific temple it may 
be possible to make recommendations to find a copy of the original religious marriage 
record. Typically, religious marriage records contain specific biographical information 
about subjects and generally have more information than what was disclosed on a State 
issued marriage record.  
 
On Ancestry member account it is important to highlight client submitted a copy of an 
original 1910 Federal population census as well as a 1930 Federal population census on 
Samuel Kronovet, which helps to prove he became a naturalized citizen after 1910, but 
before 1930. Since our subject began the naturalization process after 1906 his 
paperwork today is stored at the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
(U.S.C.I.S.). The naturalization process required the applicant to subject at least two 
different documents including a declaration of intention and a petition for 
naturalization. Both of those records ask applicants to report their specific place and 
date of birth as well as the date and place of entry into the U.S. on a specific vessel. After 
naturalization paperwork is obtained it will be possible to make recommendations to 
efficiently locate a copy of an original migration record for Samuel Kronovet, which has 
not yet been found.  
 
Another record that should be obtained (but contains the least reliable information) 
would be a copy of an original death record for Samuel Kronovet from the New York 
City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. Since Samuel Kronovet died after 1949 
privacy law protects the record and it may only be requested by a family member. It is 
not clear if the parents to Samuel Kronovet migrated to the U.S.  
 
(2) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Nathan Scharfglass & Annie Schuster 
 
Client has a desire to verify and prove the identity of Nathan Scharfglass to learn more 
about the identities of his direct ancestors beginning with his parents as well as verify 
and prove his specific place of origin in Austria. No copies of original documentation 
have been obtained yet to very and prove his specific date and place of origin in Austria 
or to establish and prove the identities of his parents. Client submitted a combination 
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of vital index entries as well as naturalization index entries to establish and prove his 
dates and places of marriage and death as well as his date of naturalization.  
 
A marriage index entry was submitted for Nathan Scharfglass to establish and prove he 
married Annie Schuster on the 10th of December 1904 in Manhattan, New York County, 
New York. A death index entry was submitted to establish and prove Nathan Scharfglass 
died on the 14th of July 1942 in Manhattan, New York County, New York.  
 
A declaration of intention naturalization index entry was obtained for Nathan 
Scharfglass, but it did not report the year he declared his intention to become a 
naturalized citizen of the U.S.A. The naturalization petition index entry reported Nathan 
Scharfglass filed his petition for naturalization on the 24th of June 1913 in Manhattan, 
New York County, New York.  
 
There is a high probability the identities of the parents to Nathan Scharfglass were 
reported on either a copy of his original marriage or death record. The odds are also 
high that a specific date and place of birth was reported on his naturalization paperwork 
as well as his date and place of entry in the U.S. on a specific vessel.  
 
Client has a desire to verify and prove the identity of Annie Schuster to learn more about 
the identities of her direct ancestors beginning with her parents as well as verify and 
prove her specific place of origin in Austria. According to Ancestry account the parents 
of Annie resided in the U.S. and they were Abraham Schuster and Hannah Leitner. A 
death index entry was submitted for Abraham Schuster that reported he died on the 6th 
of September 1930 in Manhattan, New York County, New York.  A copy of his death 
record has not yet been obtained.  Hannah Leitner most likely married Abraham 
Schuster in 1900 possibly in Manhattan. A marriage index entry was not found yet and 
it will be important to submit a request to obtain a copy of their original marriage 
record.  
 
(3) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Benjamin Lieberman & Sarah Klukofsky 
 
Client has a desire to verify and prove the identity of Benjamin Liberman to learn more 
about the identities of his direct ancestors beginning with his parents as well as verify 
and prove his specific place of origin in Poland. No copies of original documentation 
were submitted yet to verify and prove his specific date and place of origin in Poland or 
to establish and prove the identities of his parents. No vital index entries were submitted 
on Benjamin Lieberman to determine his specific date and place of marriage as well as 
death. 
 
A combination of census records were submitted on Benjamin Lieberman specifically a 
1920 and 1930 Federal population censuses as well as a 1925 New York State census. 
The census records help to approximate when Benjamin Liberman became a 
naturalized citizen of the U.S. According to those records Benjamin Liberman became a 
naturalized citizen at one point after the 1925 New York State census but before the 
1930 Federal population census in April 1930. From the census records it seems clear 
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that Benjamin and Sarah were married in Poland before they migrated separately the 
U.S.  
 
Client has a desire to verify and prove the identity of Sarah Klukofsky to learn more 
about the identities of her direct ancestors beginning with her parents as well as verify 
and prove her specific place of origin in Poland. It is important to note on the 1930 
census Benjamin Lieberman was reported as naturalized along with his minor children, 
but not his wife Sarah. In 1930 Sarah Lieberman remained an alien or non-citizen of the 
U.S., which means there is a possibility she later became a citizen or may have become 
a registered alien of the U.S. A Florida death index entry was submitted to establish the 
date and place of death for Sarah Lieberman, but a copy of her original death record 
has not been obtained yet.  
 
The parents of Sarah were said to have been David Klukofsky and Miriam Kurtz, but no 
copies of original records have been obtained yet on their identities. It was reported on 
Ancestry member account that Sarah had a second husband Isadore Finkel whom she 
married in Manhattan, New York County, New York on the 1st of December 1945. A 
marriage index entry was submitted, but a copy of their original marriage record has 
not been obtained yet. It was noted on the Ancestry account of client that Sarah was 
born in Warsaw, but no records were submitted yet on her that report her place of 
origin.  
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary of Research Recommendations: 
 
Genealogist recommends client submit requests to the New York City Municipal 
Archives (N.Y.C.M.A) as well as the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
Genealogy Program. The fee per record from the N.Y.C.M.A. will be about fifteen dollars 
a record plus a postage fee. The process to obtaining copies of original naturalization 
records from the U.S.C.I.S. is a two-step process. First an index search must be 
performed by the agency in house for a fee of $65 per look up. If naturalization or alien 
registration paperwork is found the fee to obtain record copies is $65 per record.  
 
(1) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Samuel Kronovet  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to half an hour of correspondence time 
requesting (1) copy of an original marriage record for Samuel Kronovet and Kate 
Schacter from the New York City Municipal Archives (N.Y.C.M.A.) and (2) copy of the 
original naturalization paperwork from the United States Citizenship and Immigration 
Services (U.S.C.I.S.) for Samuel Kronovet. If client has a desire for genealogist to execute 
these recommendations the correspondence time will be covered in full by the gift 
certificate, but any third-party record copying fees must be covered by client. 
 

Correspondence Time is a term we use to describe research tasks that involve 
direct contacts with government agencies, historical societies, or other entities to 
submit requests for documents; often including the completion of formal request 
forms, emails, or mail correspondence. Correspondence tasks are billed at half 
our normal research rate. 

 
(2) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Nathan Scharfglass  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to one hour and fifteen minutes of 
correspondence time requesting (1) copy of an original marriage record for Nathan 
Scharfglass and Annie Schuster from the New York City Municipal Archives (N.Y.C.M.A.), 
(2) copy of an original death record for Nathan Scharfglass from the N.Y.C.M.A., (3) copy 
of the original naturalization paperwork from the United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (U.S.C.I.S.) for Nathan Scharfglass, (4) death record for Abraham 
Schuster from the N.Y.C.M.A., and (5) marriage record for Abraham Schuster and 
Hannah Leitner from the N.Y.C.M.A.  
 
(3) Identity & Direct Ancestors of Benjamin Lieberman & Sarah Klukofsky 
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to half an hour of correspondence time 
requesting (1) copies of original naturalization paperwork for Benjamin Liberman and 
Sarah Klukofsky from the U.S.C.I.S. and (2) marriage record from the N.Y.C.M.A. for 
Isadore Finkel and Sarah Klukofsky, 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Itemized List of Research Recommendations: 
 
1A. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $18.50 record fees  

• To submit a request to the N.Y.C.M.A. to obtain a copy of an original marriage 
record for Samuel Kronovet and Kate Schacter 

 
1B. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $65 record fees  

• To submit a request to the U.S.C.I.S. to obtain a copy of an original naturalization 
record for Samuel Kronovet 

 
2A. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $18.50 record fees  

• To submit a request to the N.Y.C.M.A. to obtain a copy of an original marriage 
record for Nathan Scharfglass and Annie Schuster 

 
2B. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $18.50 record fees  

• To submit a request to the N.Y.C.M.A. to obtain a copy of an original death record 
for Nathan Scharfglass  

 
2C. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $65 record fees  

• To submit a request to the U.S.C.I.S. to obtain a copy of an original naturalization 
record for Nathan Scharfglass 

 
2D. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $18.50 record fees  

• To submit a request to the N.Y.C.M.A. to obtain a copy of an original death record 
for Abraham Schuster  

 
2E. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $18.50 record fees  

• To submit a request to the N.Y.C.M.A. to obtain a copy of an original marriage 
record for Abraham Schuster and Hannah Leitner  

 
3A. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $130 record fees  

• To submit two requests to the U.S.C.I.S. to obtain a copy of an original 
naturalization records for Benjamin Lieberman and Sarah Klukofsky  

 
3B. Correspondence, up to .25 hours correspondence time + up to $18.50 record fees  

• To submit a request to the N.Y.C.M.A. to obtain a copy of an original marriage 
record for Isadore Finkel and Sarah Klukofsky 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 


